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Abstract. Weyl group orbit functions are defined in the context of Weyl groups of simple Lie algebras.
They are multivariable complex functions possessing remarkable properties such as (anti)invariance
with respect to the corresponding Weyl group, continuous and discrete orthogonality. A crucial tool in
their definition are so-called sign homomorphisms, which coincide with one-dimensional irreducible
representations. In this work we generalize the definition of orbit functions using characters of irreducible
representations of higher dimensions. We describe their properties and give examples for Weyl groups
of rank 2 and 3.
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1. Introduction
We consider simple Lie algebras, i.e., the infinite
families An, Bn, Cn and Dn and exceptional algebras
G2, F4, E6, E7 and E8. Several families of multivari-
able special functions – orbit functions – are defined
with respect to related Weyl groups; see (5). These
functions are called C–, S–, Ss– and Sl–functions and
they have been described in many papers; see [1]–[6].
In [7] we studied a generalization of C– and S–

functions of Weyl groups of An using immanants of a
certain matrix A with exponential entries. Immanants
are functions defined on the set of squared matrix of
order n. They are related to irreducible characters of
the symmetry group Sn, among them the standard de-
terminant and permanent. In the paper we reviewed
the fact that the C– (S–)functions correspond to the
permanent (determinant) of the matrix A and studied
non-trivial immanants. These new special functions
possess some of the properties of orbit functions, al-
though they are not invariant with respect to the Weyl
group An. Another way to define these functions is
to use irreducible characters of the Weyl group of An
directly. This definition is then extended for all Weyl
groups of simple Lie algebras (11).
In this paper we show that we can describe uni-

formly the four families of orbit functions, immanant
functions and new families of functions related to the
corresponding Weyl group using its irreducible charac-
ters via the definition (11). We give several examples
and prove some important properties.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we

review some definitions and notions from the represen-
tation theory of finite groups and the theory of Weyl
groups of semisimple Lie algebras. Section 3 presents
infinite families of special functions related to the
Weyl groups. Namely, we summarize some properties

of the families of C−, S−, Ss– and Sl–orbit functions
and we define their generalization. In Section 4 we
study properties of these special functions, including
their continuous and discrete orthogonality in Section
4.2 and linear independence in Section 4.3. Section 5
gives examples of functions related to Weyl groups of
rank 2 and 3.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Irreducible characters

of symmetric groups
For the general definition of character functions we
need to review some notation and facts from the stan-
dard representation theory of finite groups; see for
example [8, 9].
Let G be a finite group. It can be written as a

union of its conjugacy classes. Irreducible characters
χ, traces of irreducible representations, are mappings
of conjugacy classes to complex numbers. The number
of conjugacy classes equals the number of irreducible
characters. The values of the characters are then listed
in so-called character tables; see Table 1.
Degree dk of the character χk is the dimension of

the corresponding representation. Linear characters
are the characters of degree one. They are homomor-
phisms between group G and the multiplicative group
of non-zero complex numbers. Characters are real
valued if and only if every g ∈ G is conjugated to its
inverse. This is the case for example for all the Weyl
groups of simple Lie algebras [10, Corollary 3.2.14].

The inner product of characters is defined as

〈χk, χl〉 = 1
|G|

∑
g∈G

χk(g)χl(g),

where |G| denotes the order of group G. The row
orthogonality relation states that for every irreducible
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characters χk, χl,

1
|G|

∑
g∈G

χk(g)χl(g) = δkl. (1)

The column orthogonality relation is the following:
for every g, h ∈ G,

k∑
r=1

χk(g)χk(h) = δgh
|G|
|[g]| , (2)

where |[g]| is the size of the conjugacy class of g.
Moreover, another useful identity holds [9, Theorem
III.2.7]:

∑
g∈G

χk(hg−1)χl(g) = δkl
|G|
dk
χk(h). (3)

2.2. Weyl groups of simple Lie algebras
Details about the notion introduced in this subsection
are to be found for example in [5].

We consider simple Lie algebras of rank n with the
set of simple roots ∆ = {α1, . . . , αn}. The roots are
either of the same length or of two different lengths,
called the short and long roots. In the latter case we
can write ∆ = ∆s ∪∆l. Coroots are a normalization
of simple roots, α∨ = 2α/〈α, α〉. Weights ω and
coweights ω∨ are dual to coroots and simple roots,
〈αi, ω∨j 〉 = 〈α∨i , ωj〉 = δij .
Integer combinations of the mentioned vectors are

an important tool when dealing with orbit functions.
We define

P = Zω1 + . . .+ Zωn (the weight lattice),
P∨ = Zω∨1 + . . .+ Zω∨n (the coweight lattice),
Q = Zα1 + . . .+ Zαn (the root lattice),
Q∨ = Zα∨1 + . . .+ Zα∨n (the coroot lattice).

Moreover, we denote by P+ and P++ the non-negative
and positive part of P , respectively.

Weyl groups W are generated by reflections ri with
respect to the hyperplanes orthogonal to the simple
roots αi, i.e., rix = x−〈αi, x〉α∨i . Their action on the
set of simple roots gives the root system W (∆). Since
such a root system is irreducible, there exists a unique
highest root ξ. Coordinates of ξ in the basis of simple
roots mi are called marks. The affine Weyl group
is an infinite extension which can be described as a
semidirect product of shifts by integer combinations of
coroots Q∨, and the Weyl group W . Its fundamental
domain F is a simplex with vertices {0, ω

∨
1
m1
, . . . ,

ω∨
n

mn
}.

The set of coroots ∆∨ generates the same Weyl
group; its action on ∆∨ gives a dual root system with
the highest root η. The coordinates of η in the basis
of coroots are called dual marks and denoted m∨i .
Finally, the dual affine Weyl group can be written as
QoW and its fundamental domain F∨ is a simplex
with vertices {0, ω1

m∨
1
, . . . , ωn

m∨
n
}.

Weyl groups can be described also by their presenta-
tion as a finite Coxeter group, i.e., a group generated
by elements ri which satisfy

r2
i = 1, (rirj)sij = 1, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (4)

where sij = sji are integers greater than 2.

3. Special functions related
to Weyl groups

3.1. Weyl group orbit functions
The standard way of defining four families of orbit
functions uses the concept of sign homomorphisms, i.e.,
mappings σ : W → {±1}. A sign homomorphism can
be defined by prescribing its values on the generators
of W . They have to satisfy the condition (4); we get

σ(ri)2 = 1, (σ(ri)σ(rj))sij = 1, i, j = {1, . . . , n} .

There are four admissible mappings: the identity, the
determinant and homomorphisms σs and σl, defined
as

σs(rα) =
{

1, α ∈ ∆l,

−1, α ∈ ∆s,

σl(rα) =
{

1, α ∈ ∆s,

−1, α ∈ ∆l.

The general formula defining the four families of
orbit functions is for every x ∈ Rn and every λ ∈ P

ϕσλ =
∑
w∈W

σ(w)e2πı〈wλ, x〉, (5)

where σ is one of the four sign homomorphisms.
For the choice σ = id, we get the family of C–orbit

functions, which are denoted Φλ. The family of S–
functions comes from the choice σ = det; we denote
ϕλ. The homomorphisms σs and σl induce families
of Ss– and Sl–functions, denoted ϕs and ϕl.
These functions have been extensively studied;

see [1, 2, 4] and others. They are multivariable com-
plex functions, invariant or anti-invariant with respect
to the affine Weyl group. They form an orthogonal
basis of spaces of continuous functions defined on the
fundamental domain F or of discrete functions de-
fined on points of a finite grid in F . Details are found
in [3, 5, 11].
In this paper we prove the orthogonality of gener-

alized orbit functions using their relations with the
family of C–functions; see Lemma 2. We will use the
following properties of C–functions:
Continuous orthogonality — For every λ, µ ∈ P+

it holds that∫
F

Φλ(x)Φµ(x)dx = |F ||W ||stabW (λ)|δλµ, (6)

where |F | denotes the volume of the fundamental
domain F , |W | is the order of the Weyl group W
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and stabW (λ) is the stabilizer of the action of W
on λ.
In particular, for the choice µ = 0, the C–function
becomes a constant equal to |W | and equation (6)
gives∫

F

Φλ(x)Φ0(x)dx = |W |
∫
F

Φλ(x)dx

= |F ||W |2δλ0. (7)

Discrete orthogonality — Let M be a positive
integer of our choice. We define a W–invariant
lattice grid FM as 1

M P∨/Q∨ ∩ F. We consider a
space of functions sampled on the points of FM with
a scalar product defined for each pair of functions
f, g as

〈f, g〉FM
=

∑
x∈FM

ε(x)f(x)g(x) . (8)

The weight function ε(x) is given by the order of
the Weyl orbit of x, ε(x) = |W |

|stabW (x)| . The set of
parameters ΛM is defined as ΛM = P/MQ∩MF∨.
It gives us a finite family of orbit functions which
are pairwise orthogonal with respect to the scalar
product (8).
For every λ, µ ∈ ΛM it holds that

〈Φλ, Φµ〉FM
= c|W |Mnh∨λδλµ, (9)

where the coefficient h∨λ is the order of the stabilizer
of λ and c is the determinant of the Cartan matrix
of the corresponding Weyl group. The values of
|W |, c, ε(x) and h∨λ can be found in several papers,
e.g., [5]. With the choice µ = 0 we can rewrite the
orthogonality relation (9) as∑

x∈FM

ε(x)Φλ(x) = c|W |Mnδλ0, (10)

3.2. Character functions
Let W be a Weyl group of rank n with irreducible
characters χ1, . . . , χr. For every x, λ ∈ Rn and k =
1, . . . , r we define

φkλ(x) =
∑
w∈W

χk(w)e2πı〈wλ, x〉. (11)

We obtain several infinite families of functions related
to the irreducible characters of W . For shortness we
will refer to them within this paper as to character
functions.
The first two irreducible characters are the trivial

and alternating character. Their values correspond
to the values of the first two sign homomorphisms,
the identity and determinant. In the case of the
Weyl groups of Bn, Cn, F4 and G2, the sign homo-
morphisms σs and σl are the only two other possible
linear characters. Therefore, the definition (11) in-
cludes the families of C– and S– functions for all the
Weyl groups and the families of Ss– and Sl– functions

for Bn, Cn, F4 and G2. The rest of the paper stud-
ies the properties of functions related to irreducible
characters of degree ≥ 2.

4. Properties of character
functions

4.1. General properties
Character functions are trivial in the case when λ = 0.
Indeed, from the orthogonality relation (1) applied to
the trivial character, we get

〈χk, χ1〉 = 1
|W |

∑
w∈W

χk(w) = δk1.

It implies that the C–function Φ0 = φ1
0 equals the or-

der of the Weyl group and all the others are identically
zero. Therefore, we now consider only λ 6= 0.
Character function are not, in general, invariant

with respect to the Weyl group. Nevertheless, we can
describe several symmetries and identities. Let χk, χl
be any irreducible characters, c ∈ R and x ∈ Rn.
Then

φkλ(x) = φkx(λ)
φkcλ(x) = φkλ(cx)

Moreover, for each w ∈W and x ∈ Rn we have

φkwλ(x) = φkλ(w−1x),
φkwλ(wx) = φkλ(x) (12)

and for linear characters

φkwλ(x) = χk(w)φkλ(x).

Let λ, µ ∈ Rn. We get the following formula for a
product of two character functions

φkλ(x)φlµ(x) =
∑

w,w̃∈W

χk(w)χl(w̃)e2πi〈wλ+w̃µ,x〉. (13)

Two particular cases are of interest, when l = 1, i.e.,
product of a general character functions with a C–
function, it holds that

φkλ(x)φ1
µ(x) =

∑
w∈W

φkλ+wµ(x),

and in the case of χk being a linear character, we get

φkλ(x)φ1
µ(x) =

∑
w∈W

χk(w)φkwλ+µ(x),

φkλ(x)φkµ(x) =
∑
w∈W

χk(w)φkλ+wµ(x).

The formula for the product of two character functions
can be rewritten using the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let w be any element of a Weyl group
W and x, ν ∈ Rn. Then

e2πı〈wν, x〉 = |[w]|
|W |

r∑
j=1

χj(w)φjν(x). (14)
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Proof. We consider the sum from the right hand side
of (14) and we use formulas (2) and (11).

r∑
j=1

χj(w)φjν(x) =
r∑
j=1

χj(w)
∑
w̃∈W

χj(w̃)e2πı〈w̃ν, x〉

=
∑
w̃∈W

e2πı〈w̃ν, x〉
r∑
j=1

χj(w)χj(w̃)

=
∑
w̃∈W

e2πı〈w̃ν, x〉δww̃
|W |
|[w]|

= |W |
|[w]|e

2πı〈wν, x〉.

Now, putting in Lemma 1: w = id and ν = wλ+w̃µ
we could rewrite (13) in the form

φkλ(x)φlµ(x)

= 1
|W |

r∑
j=1

dj
∑

w,w̃∈W

χk(w)χl(w̃)φj
wλ+w̃µ

(x).

Another remarkable property of orbit functions is
the fact that they are eigenfunctions of Laplace op-
erator in Rn. By an analogy to [1] we calculate the
Laplace operator in Rn and we get that φkλ(x) fulfills
the Helmholtz equation

4φkλ(x) = −4π2〈λ, λ〉φkλ(x).

Finally, the following lemma is crucial for the contin-
uous and discrete orthogonality. Its proof is straight-
forward and it is analogous to the proof of the similar
proposition for the immanant functions in [7].

Lemma 2. Let 0 6= λ, µ ∈ P+ and χk, χl irreducible
characters. Then∑
w∈W

φkwλ(x)φlwµ(x) =
∑

w̃,ŵ∈W

χk(w̃)χl(ŵ)φ1
λ+w̃ŵµ(x),

∑
w∈W

φkwλ(x)φlwµ(x) =
∑

w̃,ŵ∈W

χk(w̃)χl(ŵ)φ1
λ−w̃ŵµ(x).

4.2. Continuous and discrete
orthogonality

The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 3
in [7]. It describes the continuous orthogonality of
character functions over the domain F̃ =

⋃
w∈W wF ,

where W is any Weyl group and F the fundamental
domain of the corresponding affine Weyl group.

Theorem 3. For every 0 6= λ, µ ∈ P+ and every pair
of characters χk, χl the following relation holds.∫

F̃

φkλ(x)φlµ(x)dx = |W |
2|F |
dk

δλµδkl
∑

w∈stabW (λ)

χk(w),

where dk is the degree of the character χk.
In particular, for λ, µ ∈ P++ it holds that∫

F̃

φkλ(x)φlµ(x)dx = |F ||W |2δklδλµ .

Proof. Using the symmetries of character functions
given by (12) we write⋃
w∈W

∫
F

φkλ(x)φlµ(x)dx =
∑
w∈W

∫
F

φkwλ(x)φlwµ(x)dx

=
∫
F

∑
w∈W

φkwλ(x)φlwµ(x)dx.

From Lemma 2 we get∫
F

∑
w∈W

φkwλ(x)φlwµ(x)dx =

=
∫
F

∑
w̃,ŵ∈W

χk(w̃)χl(ŵ)φ1
λ−w̃ŵµ(x)dx

=
∑

w,ŵ∈W

χk(wŵ−1)χl(ŵ)
∫
F

φ1
λ−wµ(x)dx .

In the last equation we substituted w = w̃ŵ.
Since λ, µ ∈ P+, the expression λ−wµ equals zero

only for λ = µ and w ∈ stabW (λ). Then, using (3)
and (7) we get

∑
w,ŵ∈W

χk(wŵ−1)χl(ŵ)
∫
F

φ1
λ−wµ(x)dx

= |W ||F |δλµ
∑

w∈stabW (λ)

∑
ŵ∈W

χk(wŵ−1)χl(ŵ)

= |W |2|F |δλµδkl
1
dk

∑
w∈stabW (λ)

χk(w).

For λ, µ ∈ P++ the stabilizer is trivial and the sum
in the above expression equals dk.

An analogous method is used in the proof of discrete
orthogonality. Let F̃M = ∪w∈WwFM = 1

M P∨/Q∨∩F̃ .
Using the orthogonality of C–functions (10) we get
the following theorem.

Theorem 4. For every 0 6= λ, µ ∈ ΛM and every pair
of characters χk, χl the following relation holds.∑

x∈F̃M

φkλ(x)φlµ(x)

= c|W |2Mnδλµδkl
1
dk

∑
w∈stabW (λ)

χk(w).

In particular, for λ, µ ∈ ΛM ∩ P++ it holds that∑
x∈F̃M

φkλ(x)φlµ(x) = c|W |2Mnδklδλµ .

4.3. Linear independency
of character functions

The orthogonality relations described in the previous
section show that functions corresponding to different
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C1 C2 C3
χ1 1 1 1
χ2 1 1 −1
χ3 2 −1 0

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
χ1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 1 1 −1 −1
χ3 1 1 −1 1 −1
χ4 1 1 −1 −1 1
χ5 2 −2 0 0 0

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

χ1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
χ3 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
χ4 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1
χ5 2 2 −1 −1 0 0
χ6 2 −2 −1 1 0 0

Table 1. Character tables of Weyl groups of A2, C2 and G2.

irreducible characters are linearly independent, as well
as functions related to the same character but labelled
by points of two different orbits. This subsection
describes in detail the relations between functions
corresponding to the same character and labelled by
points from the same W–orbit.

Theorem 5. Let χk and χl be any irreducible char-
acters of a Weyl group W and λ ∈ Rn. Then∑

w∈W
χk(w)φlwλ(x) = |W |

dk
φkλ(x)δkl.

Proof. We write∑
w∈W

χk(w)φlwλ(x)

=
∑
w∈W

∑
w̃∈W

χk(w)χl(w̃)e2πı〈w̃wλ, x〉

=
∑
w∈W

∑
w̄∈W

χk(w)χl(w̄w−1)e2πı〈w̄λ, x〉

=
∑
w̄∈W

e2πı〈w̄λ, x〉
∑
w∈W

χl(w̄w−1)χk(w)

= |W |
dk

φkλ(x)δkl.

We used the substitution w̄ = w̃w, which does not
change the summation limits. Finally, we applied the
formula (3).

The theorem can be reformulated as follows.

Corollary 6. LetW be a Weyl group with irreducible
characters χ1, . . . , χr. We fix a character χl and we
consider the corresponding character function φlλ as a
function of x ∈ Rn. The functions φlwλ, where w ∈W ,
fulfills r − 1 linearly independent relations, namely,
for each k 6= l, ∑

w∈W
χk(w)φlwλ(x) = 0.

5. Character functions related
to Weyl groups of rank 2 and 3

Character tables of all the Weyl groups of rank ≤ 4
can be found for example in [12]. Some of them are
quite extensive, therefore, we give here examples of
groups of rank 2 and 3.

5.1. Weyl groups of rank 2
Let us consider the irreducible Weyl groups of rank
two, namely A2, C2 and G2. Their conjugacy classes
are the following:

A2 : C1 = {id},
C2 = {r1r2, r2r1},
C3 = {r1, r2, r1r2r1},

C2 : C1 = {id},
C2 = {(r1r2)2},
C3 = {r1r2, r2r1},
C4 = {r1, r1r2r1},
C5 = {r2, r2r1r2},

G2 : C1 = {id},
C2 = {(r1r2)3},
C3 = {(r1r2)2, (r2r1)2},
C4 = {r1r2, r2r1},
C5 = {r1, r2r1r2, (r1r2)4r1},
C6 = {r2, r1r2r1, (r2r1)4r2}.

The irreducible characters of Weyl groups of rank
two are listed in Table 1. The trivial and the alternat-
ing characters correspond to C– and S– orbit func-
tions. For the case of C2 and G2, character χ3 gives
the Ss– function and χ4 the Sl– function. Therefore,
the Weyl groups of rank two give four new families of
functions.

Their explicit formulas are the following:

A2 : φ3
λ(x) = 2e2πı〈λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r2r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2λ,x〉,

C2 : φ5
λ(x) = 2e2πı〈λ,x〉 − 2e2πı〈(r1r2)2λ,x〉,

G2 : φ5
λ(x) = 2e2πı〈λ,x〉 + 2e2πı〈(r1r2)3λ,x〉

− e2πı〈(r1r2)2λ,x〉 − e2πı〈(r2r1)2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r1r2λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r2r1λ,x〉,

φ6
λ(x) = 2e2πı〈λ,x〉 − 2e2πı〈(r1r2)3λ,x〉

− e2πı〈(r1r2)2λ,x〉 − e2πı〈(r2r1)2λ,x〉

+ e2πı〈r1r2λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r2r1λ,x〉.
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Figure 1. The contour plot of the real part (left) and the imaginary part (right) of the function φ3((1, 2), x) of the
Weyl group W (A2). The triangle denotes the fundamental domain F of the affine Weyl group.

Figure 2. The contour plot (real) of the function φ5((2, 1), x) (left) and contour plot (pure imaginary) of the function
φ5((2, 1), x) (right) of the Weyl group W (G2). The triangle denotes the fundamental domain F of the affine Weyl
group.

From the properties of orbits we have also

C2 : φkλ(x) =
{
real, k = 1, 2, 3, 4,
pure imaginary, k = 5,

G2 : φkλ(x) =
{
real, k = 1, 2, 5,
pure imaginary, k = 3, 4, 6.

Linear dependence:

A2 : φ3
λ(x) + φ3

r1r2λ(x) + φ3
r2r1λ(x) = 0,

φ3
r1λ(x) + φ3

r2λ(x) + φ3
r1r2r1λ(x) = 0,

C2 : φ3
λ(x) + φ3

(r1r2)2λ(x) = 0,
φ3
r1λ(x) + φ3

r2r1r2λ(x) = 0,
φ3
r2λ(x) + φ3

r1r2r1λ(x) = 0,
φ3
r1λ(x) + φ3

r2r1λ(x) = 0.

Contour plots of some character functions related
to Weyl groups of rank two are depicted in Figures 1
and 2.

5.2. Weyl groups of rank 3
Now we consider the irreducible Weyl groups of rank
three, namely A3, C3. Their character tables are to
be found in Table 2.

The conjugacy classes of the Weyl group of A3 are
the following:

A3 : C1 = {id},
C2 = {r1, r2, r3, r1r2r1, r2r3r2, r1r2r3r2r1},
C3 = {r1r3, r2r1r3r2, r3r2r3r1r2r3},
C4 = {r1r2, r2r1, r2r3, r3r2, r1r3r2r1,

r1r2r1r3, r2r3r2r1, r1r2r3r2},
C5 = {r1r2r3, r2r3r1, r3r1r2, r3r2r1,

r3r2r3r1r2, r1r2r1r3r2}.
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
χ1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 −1 1 1 −1
χ3 2 0 2 −1 0
χ4 3 1 −1 0 −1
χ5 3 −1 −1 0 1

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

χ1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 −1 −1 1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
χ3 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 −1
χ4 1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 1
χ5 2 0 2 −1 0 0 −1 2 0 2
χ6 2 0 −2 −1 0 0 1 2 0 −2
χ7 3 1 −1 0 1 −1 0 −1 −1 3
χ8 3 −1 −1 0 −1 1 0 −1 1 3
χ9 3 1 1 0 −1 1 0 −1 −1 −3
χ10 3 −1 1 0 1 −1 0 −1 1 −3

Table 2. Character tables of Weyl groups of A3 and C3.

The explicit formulas of functions φ3,4,5
λ (x) are

φ3
λ(x) = 2e2πı〈λ,x〉 + 2e2πı〈r1r3λ,x〉 + 2e2πı〈r2r1r3r2λ,x〉

+ 2e2πı〈r3r2r3r1r2r3λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r2r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r2r3λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r3r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r1r3r2r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2r1r3λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r2r3r2r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2r3r2λ,x〉,

φ4
λ(x) = 3e2πı〈λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r1λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r2λ,x〉

+ e2πı〈r3λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r1r2r1λ,x〉

+ e2πı〈r2r3r2λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r1r2r3r2r1λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r1r3λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r2r1r3r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r3r2r3r1r2r3λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2r3λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r2r3r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r3r1r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r3r2r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r3r2r3r1r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r1r2r1r3r2λ,x〉,

φ5
λ(x) = 3e2πı〈λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r3λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2r1λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r2r3r2λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r1r2r3r2r1λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r1r3λ,x〉 − e2πı〈r2r1r3r2λ,x〉

− e2πı〈r3r2r3r1r2r3λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r1r2r3λ,x〉

+ e2πı〈r2r3r1λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r3r1r2λ,x〉

+ e2πı〈r3r2r1λ,x〉 + e2πı〈r3r2r3r1r2λ,x〉

+ e2πı〈r1r2r1r3r2λ,x〉.

The linear dependence relations of functions
φ3,4,5
λ (x) for labels from the same W–orbit are∑

w∈W (A3)

φ3
wλ(x) =

∑
w∈W (A3)

χ2(w)φ3
wλ(x)

=
∑

w∈W (A3)

χ4(w)φ3
wλ(x)

=
∑

w∈W (A3)

χ5(w)φ3
wλ(x) = 0,

∑
w∈W (A3)

φ4
wλ(x) =

∑
w∈W (A3)

χ2(w)φ4
wλ(x)

=
∑

w∈W (A3)

χ3(w)φ4
wλ(x)

=
∑

w∈W (A3)

χ5(w)φ4
wλ(x) = 0,

∑
w∈W (A3)

φ5
wλ(x) =

∑
w∈W (A3)

χ2(w)φ5
wλ(x)

=
∑

w∈W (A3)

χ3(w)φ5
wλ(x)

=
∑

w∈W (A3)

χ4(w)φ5
wλ(x) = 0.

The Weyl group of C3 decomposes into 10 conjugacy
classes:

C3 : C1 = {id},
C2 = {r1, r2, r1r2r1, r3r2r3, r3r1r2r1r3,

r2r1r3r2r3r2r1r2},
C3 = {r3, r2r3r2, r1r2r3r2r1},
C4 = {r1r2, r2r1, r3r2r1r3, r1r3r2r3,

r3r2r3r1r2r1, r2r1r3r2r3r1,

r3r1r2r1r3r2, r2r1r3r2r3r2},
C5 = {r1r3, r2r3r1r2, r1r2r3r1r2r1,

r3r2r1r3r2r3, r1r3r2r1r3r2r3r1,

r2r1r3r2r1r3r2r3},
C6 = {r3r2, r1r3r2r1, r2r3r2r1, r2r3,

r1r2r3r1, r1r2r3r2},
C7 = {r3r1r2, r1r2r3, r2r3r1, r3r2r1,

r2r3r1r2r1, r1r2r1r3r2,

r3r2r1r3r2r1r3, r3r2r1r2r3r2r3},
C8 = {r2r3r2r3, r1r3r2r3r2r1, r2r1r3r2r3r1r2r1},
C9 = {r3r2r3r2r1, r3r2r3r1r2, r1r2r3r2r3,

r2r3r1r2r3, r1r3r2r3r1r2r1,

r2r3r1r2r3r2r1},
C10 = {r1r2r1r3r2r1r3r2r3}.
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The explicit formulas and linear dependency rela-
tions can be written down using Definition 11 and
Corollary 6.

6. Concluding remarks
(1.) The paper [7] was inspired by an extended possi-
bility of applications of immanants in physics. We
believe that this generalization will find its applica-
tions as well.

(2.) In order to define the Fourier transform using
families of character functions as in [5] we need to
decide about the completeness of the orthogonal set
of character functions.

(3.) There are other directions of future research in-
spired directly by orbit functions. For example,
in [13] orbit functions with the lowest labels are
used as variables of orthogonal polynomials.
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